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Abstrat
In this paper it is presented a detailed numerial investigation of aousti
emission signals obtained from test samples of breglass reinfored polymeri
matrix omposites, when subjeted to tensile and exural tests. Various fratal
indies, harateristi of the signals emitted at the dierent strutural failures of
the test samples and whih satisfy non-stationary distributions, have been deter-
mined. From the results obtained for these indies, related to the Hurst analysis,
detrended utuation analysis, minimal over analysis and to the boxounting
dimension analysis, it has been shown they an disriminate the dierent failure
mehanisms and, threfore, they onstitute their signature.
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1. INTRODUCTION
In a reent paper Ferreira et al [1℄ disuss the haraterization of failure
mehanisms that our in breglass reinfored polymeri matrix omposites
when subjeted to tensile and exural loads. The haraterization was based on
the analysis of aousti emission signals emitted by the omposite during the
proess of failure, whih onstitutes one the most important non-destrutive
testing for the detetion of strutural aws in omposite materials [2-5℄.
The samples studied were manufatured with E-glass bre roving reinfored
DER 331 epoxy resin and its preparation and experimental onditions are de-
sribed in detail in ref. [1℄. Besides tensile tests, exural tests at three- and
four-points were also applied and four failure modes have been observed, namely,
matrix raking, bre braking, bre/matrix debonding and delamination.
The main purpose of the study was to nd the signature of these failure
modes in the austi emission signals. In order to identify these signatures, the
signals were studied by using Fourier spetral analysis and wavelet analysis. Al-
though relevant information has been obtained from these analyses, the authors
in ref. [1℄ have not been able to haraterize in a lear way the various failure
mehanisms.
Therefore, in this paper we readdress the problem by looking at some fratal
properties of the aousti emission signals. In partiular, we obtain the fratal
indies related to the Hurst analysis [6℄, detrended utuation analysis [7℄, min-
imal over analysis[8℄ and to the boxounting dimension analysis [9℄, whih will
be used to haraterize the dierent failure modes.
These types of analysis have been widely used in the study of random non-
stationary series ranging from seismi [10℄ and limate data, [11℄ to wind speed
[12℄ and nanial data [13℄, and in the study of dierent musi genres [14℄. Their
use in the haraterization of aousti signal has been introdued by Duta and
Barat [15℄ in the analysis of ultrasonis baksattered signals obtained in the
study of single rystal and polyrystalline materials. More reently, Matos et
al. [16℄ have used this approah to haraterize the ultrasonis baksattered
signals obtained in the study of the ast iron with lamellar, vermiular and
spheroidal mirostrutures.
The study presented in this paper extends the above mentioned analyses to
a new type of aousti signals, namely, the ones obtained in the aousti emis-
sion nondestrutive testing. The main objetive of the work is to show that the
parameters determined from these analyses an haraterize the failure meha-
nisms in omposite studied. To this aim and in order to establish the parameters
to be alulated, we present in setion 2 a brief review of the numerial analysis
used in the treatment of the data, and in setion 3 we present and disuss the
results obtained.
2
2. NUMERICAL ANALYSIS
The numerial treatment of the signals will be performed on data from A-
san, whih ontains the amplitude of the aousti emission signals as a funtion
of time. The parameters to be determined, as pointed out in the introdution,
will be obtained from the Hurst analysis (R/S analysis) [6℄, detrended utu-
ation analysis (DFA analysis) [7℄, minimal over analysis [8℄ and boxounting
analysis [9℄.
In order to make the paper self-ontained and to introdue the notation,
we will present a brief review of the these numerial tehniques whih will be
used in the analysis of the temporal series. They will be identied as the set of
random values {yi}, where the label i orresponds to the time variable, whih
satisfy nonstationary distributions.
2.1 Hurst analysis
The R/S analysis will provide information on the temporal orrelations, on
various time-sales, of the data. Given the temporal series {yi}, with N terms
(1 6 i 6 N), we dene the average in the interval n as
< y >n=
1
n
n∑
i=1
yi, (1)
and the aumulated deviation from the mean as
Y (j, n) =
j∑
i=1
(yi− < y >n) , (2)
where n varies from 2 to N .
From these results, we an also dene in the interval n the range R(n) of
the aumulated deviation in the form
R(n) = max
16j6n
Y (j, n)− min
16j6n
Y (j, n), (3)
and the standard deviation S(n) as
S(n) =
√∑n
j (yj− < y >n)
n
. (4)
Finally, we an obtain the resaled range R(n)/S(n)whih should satisfy the
saling relation
R(n)
S(n)
∼ nH , (5)
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where H is the Hurst exponent [6℄.
In the saling regime, the previous expression an be written as
R(n)
S(n)
= AHn
H , (6)
whih denes the amplitude AH . Although this parameter has no universal
harateristi, as the amplitudes in the saling laws in ritial phenomena [17℄
where they are related to the interations, they an be used however as an
additional parameter to haraterize the temporal series.
2.2 Detrended utuation analysis
The DFA analysis [7℄ aims to study the temporal orrelations by eliminating
the spurious trends in the data whih an ondut to misleading results. The
method onsists initially in obtaining a new integrated temporal series {zi},
from the original one {yi}, given by
zj =
j∑
i=1
(yi− < y >) , (7)
where the average < y > is dened as
< y >=
1
N
N∑
i=1
yi. (8)
In the following step the series is divided in time intervals of width n, and
an order-l polynomial is tted in eah interval, and we identify the analysis as
DFA-l. Then, the detrended variation funtion of order l in the interval j, ∆lj(j),
is obtained by subtrating the loal trend ontained in the tted polynomial,
and is given by
∆lj(n) =
jn∑
i=(j−1)n+1
(
zi − z
l
i
)2
, (9)
where zli is the value from the tted polynomial.
Finally, we alulate the mean root square utuation F l(n)
F l(n) =
√√√√ 1
N
int[N/n]∑
j=1
∆lj(n), (10)
whih should sale as
4
F l(n) ∼ nα, (11)
where α is the saling exponent.
The detrended utuation analysis that we will present will be restrited to
the linear ase, namely, DFA-1. As in the ase of the R/S analysis, eq.(11) an
be written in the saling regime as
F l(n) = Aαn
α, (12)
whih also denes a new harateristi parameter Aα.
2.3 Minimal over analysis
This method has been reently introdued [8℄, and it relates the minimal
area neessary to over a given plane urve, in a speied sale, to a power law
behaviour. The sale is introdued by dividing the domain of deniton of the
funtion in n intervals of width δ. In eah interval j (1 6 j 6 n) we an assoiate
a retangle of base δ and height A(j) dened as
Aj = max{yi, iǫ[j, j + δ]} −min{yi, iǫ[j, j + δ]}, (13)
suh that the minimal area will be given by
S(δ) =
n∑
j=1
Ajδ. (14)
In the saling region, S(δ) should behave as
S(δ) ∼ δ2−Dµ , (15)
where Dµ is the minimal over dimension, whih is equal to 1 when the urve
presents no fratality. We an also dene a new exponent µ given by
µ = Dµ − 1, (16)
whih measures the fratality of the urve and satises the saling relation
V (δ) ∼ δ−µ, (17)
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where V (δ) is the summmation of the heights of the retangles
V (δ) =
n∑
j=1
Aj . (18)
The amplitude Aµ, as in the previous ases, is dened in the expression
V (δ) = Aµδ
−µ, (19)
and it also onstitutes a new harateristi parameter.
2.4 Boxounting analysis
The boxounting dimension, whih is one of the best known fratal dimen-
sion [9℄, is easily dened and obtained numerially. It an be introdued in a
general d-dimensional eulidean spae, where a hyper-volume is embedded, by
onsidering the number of hyperubes of side length δ, N (δ), neessary to over
the entire volume. As δ → 0, N (δ) satises the saling relation
N (δ) ∼ δDB , (20)
where DB is the boxounting fratal dimension.
For non-fratal objets, this dimension orresponds to the topologial di-
mension and, in partiular, for ontinuous planar urves DB is equal to 1.
The amplitude AB of the saling relation is, in this ase, given by
N (δ) = ABδ
DB , (21)
and it also onstitutes a new harateristi parameter.
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3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
A detailed desription of the experimental setup and samples used for the
aquisition of the aousti emission signal from the dierent tests is presented
by Ferreira et al. [1℄. Besides the tensile test, the samples were submitted
to three- and four-point exural tests. They have identied four basi failure
modes, namely, matrix raking, bre breaking, bre/matrix debonding and
delamination. In the dierent tests, the failure mehanisms were a result of a
ombination of these failure modes, and they are presented in Table 1. We also
present in this Table the aronyms for the dierent speimens.
In order to redue the noise in the data, the signals have been proessed
with an adjaent low-pass lter with ve points. For eah type of speimen the
tests were arried out in 03 samples, whih orrespond to the number of signals
available for eah kind of mehanial failure.
In Figs. 1-4 we present the various analyses made in a given signal from the
TEM speimen..These analyses are representative of the results obtained in the
study of the other signals. In the Hurst analysis, Fig. 1, the rossover from short-
to long- time orrelations is always present. As an be seen in Figs. 2-4, this
rossover also exists in the box ounting analysis and in minimal over analysis,
but not in the DFA analysis. It should be noted that the presene existene of
this rossover on the fratal analysis is harateristi of a multifratal behaviour.
Besides the eight parameters H,AH , α, Aα, µ, Aµ, DB, AB , we an yet dene
an additional one whih orresponds to the standard deviation σ of the signal.
This parameter has been reently introdued in the ontext of the harateri-
zation of limate of dierent regions in the United States from the analysis of
maximum daily temperature time series [11℄.
From what we have presented, this multi-dimensional spae parameter an
be used to disriminate the various types of mehanial failure. As it will be
shown in the gures relating the harateristi parameters, there is not a unique
signature, sine dierent ombinations of the indies an lead to the identia-
tion of the signals.We have restrited our study to subspaes of the parameter
spae, as they an provide the desired signature of the signals. Expliitly we will
onsider the exponents H,α, µ and DB as funtions of the standard deviation of
the signal, σ, and also as funtions of the logarithm of its respetive amplitude
A.
These funtions, whih orrespond to projetions of the points of the pa-
rameter spae in dierent planes, are shown in Figs. 5-17. Even onsidering
that the data for eah type of speimen onsisted of three samples only, whih
is a poor statistial sampling, we have alulated the standard deviation of the
variables presented as the error bar on these gures. From the analysis of these
gures we an verify that the rst disrimination attained is the separation of
the failures aused by tration from the ones aused by exion. This disrimina-
tion is learly seen in the diagrams H1×σ, H2×σ, DB2×σ and α×σ whih are
presented in the Figs. 5, 6, 8 and 11, respetively. This separation is the easiest
to be obtained sine the stress distributions in the samples are very dierent in
the two ases, and this has strong eet on the aousti emission signals.
By starting from any of these diagrams we an obtain the omplete disrim-
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ination of all the failures mehanisms and even distinguish the results obtained
from the three- and four-point exural tests. This an be ahieved by using
the omplete set of gures, namely, Figs. 5-17. In terms of these diagrams, all
possible solutions of the problem are presented in the tree type graph shown in
Fig. 18. In the branhes of the tree, we designate the various failure modes and,
in the nodes, we show the dierent two-dimensional diagrams whih an lead
to the desired disrimination. As an be seen on the solution tree, we an iden-
tify unmistakably all the failure modes from the aousti emission signals and,
moreover, show that there are multiple paths whih lead to the identiation
we are looking for.
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Table 1. Failure modes and respetive mehanial tests for the
dierent speimen types.
Test Speimen type Failure modes
Tensile Epoxy (TME*) Matrix raking
Tensile Fibre/Epoxy(TLEV*)
Fibrebreaking
Matrixcracking
F ibre/matrixdebonding
Tensile Fibre/Epoxy(TTEV*) Matrix raking
4-point exural Fibre/Epoxy(F41*)
Fibrebreaking
Matrixcracking
F ibre/matrixdebonding
4-point exural Fibre/Epoxy(F41S*)
Fibrebreaking
Matrixcracking
F ibre/matrixdebonding
4-point exural Fibre/Epoxy(F42*)
Fibrebreaking
Matrixcracking
F ibre/matrixdebonding
Delamination
3-point exural Fibre/Epoxy(F31*)
Fibrebreaking
Matrixcracking
F ibre/matrixdebonding
3-point exural Fibre/Epoxy(F31S*)
Fibrebreaking
Matrixcracking
F ibre/matrixdebonding
3-point exural Fibre/Epoxy(F41*)
Fibrebreaking
Matrixcracking
F ibre/matrixdebonding
Delamination
*Speimen aronyms.
F41S and F31S identify the samples with surfae treatment of bres
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Figure aptions
Fig. 1- Hurst analysis of a signal obtained from a TME speimen.
H1 and H2 are the Hurst exponents assoiated with
short- and long-time orrelations, respetively.
Fig. 2- DFA analysis for the signal used in Fig. 1.
Fig. 3- Minimal over analysis for the signal used in Fig. 1.
µ1 and µ2 are the variation indies assoiated with
large and small fratal sales, respetively.
Fig. 4- Box ounting analysis for the signal used in Fig. 1.
DB1 and DB2 are the box ounting dimensions assoiated
with large and small fratal sales, respetively.
Fig. 5- Hurst exponent H1 (short-time orrelations) as a funtion
of the standard deviation σ of the signal.
Fig. 6- Hurst exponent H2 (long-time orrelations) as a funtion
of the standard deviation σ of the signal.
Fig. 7- Box ounting dimension DB1 (large fratal sale) as
a funtion of the standard deviation σ of the signal.
Fig. 8- Box ounting dimension DB2 (small fratal sale) as
a funtion of the standard deviation σ of the signal.
Fig. 9- Variation index µ1 (large fratal sale) as a funtion
of the standard deviation σ of the signal.
Fig. 10- Variation index µ2 ( small fratal sale) as a funtion
of the standard deviation σ of the signal.
Fig. 11- DFA exponent α as a funtion of the standard deviation σ
of the signal.
Fig. 12- Hurst exponent H1(short-time orrelations) as a
funtion of the logarithm of the amplitude AH1.
Fig. 13- Hurst exponent H2 (long-time orrelations) as a
funtion of the logarithm of the amplitude AH2.
Fig. 14- Box ounting dimension DB1(large fratal sale)
as a funtion of the logarithm of the amplitude ADB1 .
Fig. 15- Box ounting dimension DB2 (small fratal sale)
as a funtion of the logarithm of the amplitude ADB1 .
Fig. 16- Variation index µ1 (large fratal sale) as a funtion
of the logarithm of the amplitude Aµ1.
Fig. 17- Variation index µ2 (small fratal sale) as a funtion
of the logarithm of the amplitude Aµ2.
Fig. 18 - Tree summarizing all possible solutions for the disrimination
of the various failure modes, whih orrespond to dierent paths
on the omplete graph. The modes are shown on the branhes, and
the diagrams disriminating the modes are attahed to the nodes.
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